
sisters under the skin
utahs mormon and non mormon

women and their publications
although opponents in the antipolygamy controversy mormon
and non mormon female journalists nevertheless shared basic

beliefs about a comanswomans role in family and society

sherilyn cox bennion

recent historical research has contradicted the idea that most
nineteenth century women stayed safely at home happy to be
cherished and protected in their domestic sphere although they
called themselves ladies and espoused the ideals of true woman-
hood I11 they also stepped out of their traditional roles as the century
progressed to organize and join campaigns for civic improvement
becoming moral guardians of the community as well as the home
utah women both mormon and non mormon followed the pattern
that developed throughout the country as they worked to promote
education cultural opportunities and moral improvement they
diverged in their ideological views and in their belief in such
practices as polygamy 2 but their efforts to defend their disparate
views arose from common impulses exemplifying the movement of
women from private to public life they shared more than they
realized as they formed societies and founded publications

from 1880 to 1883 utahs mormon and non mormon women
published periodicals that reflected their differences with strong
sometimes strident prose they championed their own ideas and at-
tacked their opponents still an examination oftheodtheofthemormonwomanscomans
exponent and the non mormon antipolygamyanti polygamy standard reveals
that they were sisters under the skin they took opposing sides on
the issue of polygamy but both supported religious commitment
self improvement community involvement and social reform at the
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same time stressing the primacy ofhome and family inwomens lives
even their arguments for or against polygamy arose from common
victorian ideas about womanscomans sphere

the womanscomans exponent andandantoandantiantipolygamyanti polygamy standard

journalism was one of the few professional careers with which
these ideas proved somewhat compatible thus a considerable num-
ber of women worked as reporters or editors for newspapers and
magazines during the latter part of the nineteenth century in 1872
brigham young approved the founding of the womanscomans exponent
by louisa lula greene and she promised in a prospectus for the
paper that it would cover every subject interesting and valuable to
women from current news to household hints 3 usually appearing
twice a month from 1872 until 1914 the exponent also served as
the organ of the relief society although it was owned by its editors
first greene and then emmeline B wells who took it over in 1877

non mormon women in salt lake city who organized to
combat what they saw as the threat to family and moral life posed by
the mormon practice ofpolygamy also founded a paper withjenniewith jennie
anderson froiseth as editor the monthly Anti polygamy standard
arose in 1880 from impulses similar to those that inspired the
womanscomans exponent and leaders of the ladies antipolygamyanti polygamy soci-
ety of utah begun in 1878 had aims remarkably like those of the
LDS relief society the organizations and their papers illustrate
the increasingly common phenomenon of womens endorsing the
tradition of comanswomanswomans sphere while stretching its boundaries
an examination of the papers during the three years that the anti-
polygamy standard was published reveals how much the mormon
and non mormon women had in common

both papers grew out of organizations the antipolygamyanti polygamy
standard began as the official organ of the ladies antipolygamyanti polygamy
society of utah which five months later became the womanscomans
national antipolygamyanti polygamy society the womanscomans exponent served as
the official publication of the mormon relief society A major part
of the papers content consisted of news about their parent organi-
zationszations the editors traveled extensively to start new branches and
recruit new members they reported on their journeys reprinted
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masthead for the antipolygamyanti polygamy standard the
slogan reads let every man have his own wife and
let every woman have her own husband I11 cor
72 this issue volume 1 issue 1 was published
april 1880 in salt lake city and sold for 10104101
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masthead for the comanswomans exponent the slogan
reads the rights of the women of zion and the
rights of the women of all nations this issue
volume 9 issue 1 was publishedjunepublished june 1118801880 in salt
lake city
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speeches given by themselves or their traveling companions and
published minutes of meetings both local and distant

support for sympathetic organizations

the exponent published minutes not only of the relief socie-
ties at general stake and ward levels but also of other mormon
organizations in which its readers could be expected to have an
interest activities of the young ladies and young mens mutual
improvement associations the primary and the sunday school
received frequent attention minutes of the board of the deseret
hospital established at the instigation of the relief society also
appeared the standard ran the constitution of the antipolygamyanti polygamy
society in serial fashion on its front page and also offered instructions
for groups wanting to start their own subsidiary societies

the emphasis on organizations extended beyond those affil-
iated with the papers sponsoring groups an 1881 exponent note
reported that dr ellen B ferguson a mormon physician would
speak at a womanscomans congress in buffalo new york on the question
can women organize her answer of course would be in the

affirmative and she would offer mormon womens organizations
and projects as evidence 4 but both the exponent and the standard
promoted the idea that women could and should organize to
accomplish all sorts of worthy aims in its first number the stan-
dard offered a history of the blue tea a literary group organized
in salt lake city in 1875 and commended young ladies ofwashing-
ton DC for forming a similar club 5 the exponent encouraged
support for the unity club organized in 1882 to raise money for
benevolent purposes including the deseret hospital 6

As one would expect the exponent paid a great deal of
attention to religion with the LDS church as its indirect sponsor
and in addition to organizational reports it printed essays about
topics such as faith charity and prayer and encouraged moral
responsibility in the standard reports of such events as the corner-
stone laying for st pauls episcopal chapel in 1880 news of travels
of local clergymen and the offering of a special combination sub-
scription rate of 1501.50150 for the standard and christian woman left
no doubt of its approval of organized religion 7
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the standard also gave considerable space to missionary and
educational efforts of various protestant churches in utah for ex-
ample the paper praised a proposal for a presbyterian church and
school in logan and even offered to donate 25 toward construction
for every new standard subscription obtained through presbyterian
sources of course the papers publishers were interested in more
than the general advancement of religious life they pointed out that
every non mormon church or schoolhouse built in the territory
would be a step toward the eradication of polygamy 8

beliefs about home and family

while the papers differed in their applications of the religious
principles both endorsed their comments about the sanctity of
home and family were almost interchangeable and both of-
fered home management advice A housekeepers comercorner in the
standard described the japanese method of cooking rice and ex-
plained how to wash clothes properly 9 the exponent too ran
recipes and helpful hints telling readers how to care for house plants
during the winter and what sorts of medicines they should have on
hand 10 the papers often directed such hints specifically to mothers
As the standard pointed out what the republic needs is good
mothers if we had better government in the homes we should
have better citizens and better government 11

thus both publications espoused a concept ofwomansofwomanscomans sphere
that gave the home priority even while they also encouraged moving
outside it an exponent editorial called the words husband home
motherhood the most expressive of affection and happiness of
any to be found in the english language 111212 As a prime argument
against polygamy the standard cited its desecration of home and
fireside adding that this mode of marriage rendered mutual confi-
dence between husband and wife an utter impossibility because of
polygamyspolygamys devastating effects on home and family it seemed right
and meet to standard writers that woman should be its most
uncompromising opponent 13

along with the primacy of home and family went the desir-
ability of traditional womanly virtues the standard reprinted a
claim from an unidentified source that a womanscomans first duty was to be
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a lady A mans ideal is not wounded when a woman fails in worldly
wisdom but if in grace in tact in sentiment in delicacy in kindness
she would be found wanting he receives an inward hurt 14

even writers of articles that urged a wider sphere for women
often stressed the compatibility of activity outside the home with
the ideals of true womanhood an exponent correspondent from
beaver utah admitted that a true woman would never neglect her
family to obtain public honor but maintained woman is not losing
sight of the object of her creation when she steps forth to engage in
pursuits and profesionsprofessionsprofesions sic distinct and apart from home one of
the utah women who had studied medicine in philadelphia pointed
to her experience as evidence that professional and domestic duties
are not incompatible 15

the editors of the standard and the exponent exemplified
what they advocated both wells and froiseth had five children and
added their editorial careers to home responsibilities but they had
many otherpublic concerns as well wells founded the utahwomanscomans
press club and a literary organization called the reapersreadersReapers club froiseth
started a group that became the salt lake ladies literary club and
belonged to the poetry society both wrote poetry and fiction in
addition to the factual and opinion pieces published in their papers

froiseth collected material from the standard for a book titled
the women ofofmormonism16ofmormonismMormonism and extended her antipolygamy efforts
by working on a campaign to fundfond construction of a refuge for
mormon women and children who left polygamous relationships
congress appropriated funds in 1886 and 1888 for an industrial
christian home of utah but few latter day saints took advantage of
it and it eventually became a residential hotel 17 froiseth also worked
actively with the orphans home and day nursery but perhaps her
major effort was a home for the aged which she saw to completion
after finding a donor to bequeath funding for it

wells worked on relief society projects wheat storage the
deseret hospital a womanscomanswomans cooperative store and silk produc-
tion and served as general president of the relief society from
19191010 until her death in 19211921 she also belonged to the utah womanscomans
republican league and the utah society of daughters of the revolu-
tion and ran for the utah legislature in 1871 in their lives as well as



emmeline B wells 1828 1921 wens served as editor of the womanscomans
exponent from 1877 to 1914 photograph by C M bellbelibeilbenlbenn courtesy church
archives the church ofjesus christ of latter day saints
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in their papers these women worked toward societal reform which
they recognized as a fitting even crucial task for their sex

importance of education for women

the editors also agreed about the necessity of educational
opportunities for women to aid them both as homemakers and as

participants in community life in a series titled woman as a
benefactress that described women who had made substantial
contributions toward the advancement of education the standard
praised such activities as particularly appropriate for women we
believe that womanscomans sphere is the educational in all its forms
everything man leamslearns should have a worthy motive everything he
does a worthy aim to inspire his soul with the love of the good and
noble is womanscomanswomans province in her relations of wife mother sister
and daughter 18

the standard hailed the establishment of mission schools in
utah as an effective means of countering mormon dominance of the
territorysterritorys educational system knowledge is power and the want of
it engenders weakness and subserviency an editorial stated 19

the exponent said nothing could be more important than the
proper education of the young and hoped for a day when young
women would study physiology and anatomy for their own im-
provementprovement and the benefit of the next generation 0 20O both papers
carried news notes about educational accomplishments of women
they told of female students carrying off honors in philosophy
chemistry and medicine at an eastern school and described the
french system for educating women 21 in its woman as benefac-
tress series thestandardstandardthe in 1880 lauded women who had advanced
education the exponent that same year hailed women of genius
and the literary work of two american female poets alice and
phoebe cary 22

in addition to presenting positive role models the papers
carried other types of educational material articles like the stan-
dards minerals of utah and the exponents the powers of a

cyclone broadened the horizons of women who had little access
to such information 23 reports of political developments at local
state and national levels also kept readers informed
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education was crucial to cultural improvement another advance
that both froiseth and wells promoted much of the educational
content of the papers consisted of articles with a cultural emphasis
biographical sketches of literary and artistic notables and articles
such as the art galleries and museums of vienna encouraged
readers to consider such topics important 24 both papers published
several articles in 1881 about george eliot who had died the
previous year and both encouraged local literary and dramatic
groups by reporting on their meetings and other activities 25 in its
article about the history of the reading group blue tea the stan-
dard lamented girls whose school days were full of brilliant
promise too often drop their intellectual pursuits on the eve of their
wedding but participation in weekly meetings allowed them to
exchange domestic cares for communion with the great thoughts
of great souls 23211121232626

another way to recognize and further the cultural interests
of readers was to provide a place for publication of their literary
efforts both the standard and the exponent regularly used poetry
and essays by their readers with an occasional piece of short fiction
or a longer fictional work spread over several issues these often had
a didactic purpose the standards serial A heart history begun
in april 1881 told the story of a suffering woman abandoned by a

husband who took up polygamy balancing the exponents jesse
bums or was it fate which started in december 1880 and
recounted the tale of an abandoned woman rescued by a kindly
older gentleman who made her his plural wife

temperance campaign

in addition to education and the promotion of cultural inter-
ests both papers saw involvement in the temperance movement
which was attracting widespread attention at the time as an accept-
able application of womens natural aptitudes for the exponent
acceptance of temperance came almost as a matter of course for the
word of wisdom advised mormonscormons to avoid strong drink inter-
preted to include anything alcoholic an editorial summed up the
papers position every woman who has the interest of mankind



CHARITY FOBFOReoreoa THE FALLEN WOMEN AND temperance
neither do I1 condemn thee and rinsintineinbinain nogo EDITOR exponexionEXPONENT in the last number ofmore

your valuable paper the ruling of the judge
how forcibly do these simple words of jesus of thetho supreme court in regard to the liquor

portray his charity for a fallen woman but how questionuestionfuestion was referred to and it was suggested
different the charity of men and women profes-
sing

atiattiatthat every woman who has the welfare of man-
kindthe same religion when a woman falls a

victim to mans evil persuasions it is the custom at heart should protest against it I1 en-
dorseamong all christian people to look upon her as a the sentiment with all my heart it is

thing beneath their notice except ifit be to point my earnest conviction however that women
the finger of scorn at and call vile names and many times bring untold misery upon them-

selvesyete if we possessed one 8sparkbpark 0of the charityamityaxity of and their offspring by indulging in spir-
ituous

jesus tthe worst accusation that we would feel
justifljustifiedjustify in making laIs that she was vervveryweryv weakk liquors in variousvarious forms at certain times
and in many instances could we know997lemilallmii thethot in their livlivesilvesesthusthus creating an appetite for
circumstances and realize the power of the strong drink in their children before their

and the arts and devices urcuncurzused to deceivetemptertentententer birth which will be a withering curse to them
and leadmastray2astray2 astrayestray and how long and cunningly the all their life longbetrayer has pursued his victim our censure
might be turned to admiration for the strength I1 have heard some women say they could
that resisted so long but we only see the fall not do without liquor at certain times which
god alone sees the conflict and he only is oomcomeom however with my past experience I1 do not be-

lievepetenttopeten tto he alone knows how to drawpetenttojudgejudge to illustrate my belief I1 will relate anthe line between wilful sin and the temptations incident in life M fufustfirstdustst childtoo my own my 1 wasstrong for our resistance Wweree we permit-
ted

rmtamt
to read one chapter in the pprenatalpre natalprmtmrmtexist-

ence
bomborn in tthehe winter 0off 48148 at wintervi ter quarters

of many persons and know the traits of and in the opinion of all my friends I1 was
character bequeathed to them by their parents very near unto death and I1 wish to state em-

phatically in this connection that I1 was not
snatched from an untimely grave by the use of
alcoholic stimulants in any form but by the
power of god through the faith of the sisters
who had met at brother heber 0 YkimballsimballsimballiKimballsbails

WHAT WOMEN THINK

I1 have been thinking of the EXPONENT and
wondering why more of our sisters 1I should
say all of them do not take it surely it is
of some importance that the women of utah THE INFLUENCE OF homrHOME
should be properly represented we certaicertainlcertainlycertainlynly
have misrkisrmisrepresentationepresen tationlation enough the crcry 1has good bad or indifferent characters are mold-

edthehe tt at hohomee anandd polishedilslis1 hed abroad the morebeen downever t downtroddentrodden women 0off utahah ifeperfect the moldmoldt thee more valuable the castingthis same cry of oppression is made an excuse the more careful the polish the more lasting
for all kinds of newspaper abuse and a pre-
text

the article I1 will attemptattempt to apply the above
for interference inin our public and domes-

tic
Boffigureureune of speech to the momoldingding andanld permanency

institutions indeed they would have the of the human character the cheerful family
circle radiant with smiles suggestive of pureworld believe us the most degraded and neg-

lected
motives appreciative of one another are essen-
tialbeings of all gods creation now we in framing minds that prefer to make home

know this is not so we enjoy full as much lib-
erty

the place in which to spend their leisure time
as they do and a great fealdeallealdeai more with all the welcome good night brother or good

their boasted civilization we do not need nightnighfnighv sister in retiring or the how I1 enjoyed
that reading the gameyougameyouproposeded 11 or simi-
lartheir sympathy nor their interference in our sayings are intended to lirindbindrmildrenchildren andbehalf weve enjoy all the rights that are ac-

corded
parents with inseinseperableinseparableblebie ties that ever find them

to our sex anywhere and know as well af9feferingprefertngprefertelferingng home affectionnecneemecon to the cold formalities
how to use them as any of our comeoraeomcornconncompeerseorapeerspeers in the of the outer world if there is one place more

like heaven than another it iseastern cities would indeed a bright sun-
shinywe enjoyed more home where love is the ruling elementbefore they kindly introduced so much of their and where each ones aim is to promote the hap-
pinessvaunted civilization into our midst the day of the other members of the family

paragraphs from the womanskomanscomans exponent these paragraphs reveal the
mormon editors concerns with womens issues community issues the
family and polygamy womanscomansWomans exponent june 1 1880 1 and february 1

1882135



THE temperance REVIVALREVITAL what rolaPolyrorypolygamyzanlyganlyvanzy has done for women
the importance of the reform move

ment inaugurated in this city by dr meinc I1 have been requestedrequest by some of
kenzie can scarcely hebe appreciated unless the ladies of the antipolygamyanti polygamy so-

cietythe need for just such a revival is taken to tell how I1 became a polyga-
mous

into consideration and measured too IIIin111illili wife and why I1 continued living
all probability there is no city in thetlletile

in that unlawful relation when I1 didunited states that has more drinking
saloons than salt lake in accordance not believe in the institution as a di-

vinewith the number of its population and ordinance and hated the system
when it is considered that the liquor with my whole soul my story is not
license is ten times as high as in other an uncommon one and can easily find
cities it must certainly go to prove that many a parallel in the history of mor-

monisman immense amount of patronage is be-
stowed on these places we are reliably I1 was born in england and belonged
informed that there are certain saloons of the middleto a respectable family
which are infested on saturday after class my father was a successful
noons with working men where theytlleytiley oftoftenelleileli tradesman and being an only childspend thetlletile earnings of a week illiniiilii wild L

the best educational advantages werecarousal then go home penniless the
which afforded me in fact I1 received whatwages should have gone to thetiietile

support of wife and children having been is termed in that country a finished
left in the dram shop it is also stated education when I1 was about sixteen
that the number of boys and youths whowilo years old my parents became con-

vertsfrequent these haunts iais very large thustilus to mormonism and as I1 had
showingtbatshowing that intemperance is alarmingly always been religiously inclined and
on the increase in our midst there may the mormon doctrines as there
beworsebewersebe worse crimes than intemperance but preached seemed to me so simple and
in ninety nine cases out of a hundred inin beautiful and good it was not long be-

fore
temperance is the path that leads to these I1 became an enthusiastic votary

of the new religion I1 had heard that
the saints in america practiced bolvoolvpolyg-
amy but did not trouble myself about

OUR POLICY it as I1 did not anticipate leavingt nivniemy
since the publication of the antip-

olygamy own country besides the missionariesmissionaries
STANDARD hasbeenhasteen determined

upon the questions have been asked re
peatedlspeatedlapeamedlatedlAmedia what attitude do you purpose
to assume in regard to mormon women
do you intend to prosecute a war against
all mormon women or all those who be
lieve in or practice the doctrine of plural
marriage and this class who do believe
in it as a religious principle and therethore
are many such are vouyouyou going to holdboldhoid
them up to the scorn and contempt of
the omenwomen of america

paragraphs from theanti polygamy standard in these examples can
be seen the significance the ladies antipolygamyanti polygamy society of utah placed
not only on their antipolygamy campaign but also on other community
issues antipolygamyanti polygamy standard april 1880 44.
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at heart who possesses a latent spark of divinity within her soul
should exert her utmost influence for the suppression of intemper-
ance A letter received in response to this editorial went even
further by maintaining that women should never drink even in
childbirth or marry drinking men 27

the standard too joined womens publications and organiza-
tions across the country in campaigning for temperance it com-
plained about the excessive number of saloons in salt lake city
praised the local reform club and while admitting the possibility
that there might be worse crimes than intemperance went on to
point out that in ninety nine cases out of a hundred intemperance
is the path that leads to these greater evils 71211112117128128 the paper also
encouraged contributions to a fund honoring mrs president hayes
that would be used to print temperance literature and arranged for
reduced rates on a combination subscription to the standard and
our union the organ ofthewomansofthewomanscomans christian temperance union 29

the polygamy question

their common ideas about the obligation ofwomen to improve
personal and community morality however led the papers into
vigorous campaigns on opposite sides of the question of polygamy
the standardstandardwaswas bomborn of its founders zeal for elimination ofwhat
they saw as a perverse and wicked system of marriage they urged
readers to overcome their false delicacy and get involved in the
battle even in castigatingcastigating polygamy however the papers writers
took care to express womanly compassion for its victims we start
out with good intentions with pure motives with kind feelings and
with hatred and contempt only for the sin and not for the sinner 21301130273030

all of the standards most common arguments against poly-
gamy can be traced to a desire to elevate the moral level of societysociety3131

I11 not only was polygamy against the laws of the country it
was against the laws of god mormon polygamy was not
comparable to biblical polygamy writers claimed and even
in the bible its fruits were discord and violence 32

2 it was contrary to the womanly sentiments of purity and
goodness the paper used the beauties of polygamy as a
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cynical title for a continuing series begun in september
1880 that presented story after story intended to depict the
practice as ugly

3 it was productive of misery and wickedness one writer
told of a young man who had been evil from birth and attri-
buted this to the influence of his mothers wicked thoughts
while she was pregnant with him she had been consumed
with the desire to murder her husbands new wife 33

4 it was a degrading type of bondage for the women and
children involved although the standard did not name
names it alleged that even many mormonscormons admitted that
numbers of the men only enter it for the purpose of

pandering to theirown base passions and have no religious
convictions whatever 2134113434

5 it led to economic suffering because men often took
more wives than they could support or abandoned less
favored wives and their families 35

6 it produced children who were inferior physically men-
tally and morally children of polygamous marriages grew
up entirely lacking in that simplicity and innocence
which is an attribute of childhood almost the world over
developing depraved tastes from infancy according to
one article 3631

exponent counterclaimscounterclaims mirrored the standards charges by
insisting that polygamy not only elevated moral standards within the
church but could be the moral salvation of society as a whole some
frequently used defenses follow

1 although polygamy had been undermined by mens unjust
laws it remained a divine mandate with biblical precedent
a condition of the abrahamic covenant 37

2 not only did it reinforce the womanly sentiments of purity
and generosity but it developed strength and self reliance 38

3 it produced happiness and virtue As a prominent mormon
woman put it in a serial autobiography A life in the plural
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or celestial order ofmatrimony is a much happier one than
to live in the uncertainty and jeopardy that thousands of the
women of the world are in and suffer its attendant evils 2139113939

4 it actually freed women from burdensome physical and
emotional demands in fact women absolutely required
certain periods ofcontinence not needed bymenaymenbymen accord-

ing to dr romania B pratt a mormon physician and plural
marriage not only would improve their health but would
bring an end to abortions foeticides infanticides seduc-
tions rapes and divorces 4010

5 its emphasis on cooperative effort led to economic benefits
for those involved in addition utah law passed by mor
mons made it possible for married women actually to hold
property in their own names 41

6 it developed happy healthy and unselfish children an edi-
torial claimed that through the system of marriage the
world so loudly condemns there had grown up a race of
the most perfectly developed young men and women any
country can produce 4241

in line with their insistence on the capabilities and responsi-
bilitiesbilities of women both the standard and the exponent used first
person accounts to support their positions on polygamy although
the standards correspondents often remained anonymous the
first issue of the standard assured readers that its articles would be
written or the facts furnished by women who have had personal
experience in the system and consequently may be relied upon as
true in every particular 43 As the exponents eighth year of publica-
tion came to a close an editorial expressed pride in the opportunity
it had offered mormon women to share their views and feelings in
a simple and untrammelledtrammelledun manner that could not fail to give
evidence of their liberty of thought and action and their religious
sincerity it added they have also told the story of their own
hardships and persecutions suffered in consequence of the bigotry
and superstition that is always opposed to the dawn of new light 44

in order to translate their support of or opposition to polygamy
into legislation as well as to achieve other social goals women had
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to enter the arena of politics and both publications encouraged
them to do just that the standard campaigned for utahs liberal
party urging readers to register and vote and published reports of
liberal party meetings 4515 americans could blame only themselves for
the continued existence of plural marriage one editorial stated
citizens must rise up to elect a congress that would stamp it out 46 the
exponent spoke out for the peoples party and urged registration
and voting in its behalf 4717 both papers also informed readers of
developments in the polygamy battles at the federal and state levels
and reprinted comments by government officials who favored their
respective positions

one issue that occupied a great deal of space in both the
standard and the exponent during 1881 was the disagreement over
seating mormon leader and polygamist george Q cannon in the US
congress to which he was elected in 1880 delegations and memo-
rials spoke for and against cannon and the papers reported them as
well as expressing their positions in impassioned editorials cannon
lost the seat in 1882 after passage of the edmunds bill this bill a
federal measure prohibiting polygamists from voting or holding
office and making plural marriage a crime also attracted much
attention in the papers the exponent lamented the bills passage
the standard celebrated it but not wholeheartedly for it could and
should have been stronger the papers writers suggested

woman suffrage

the exponent always came down firmly on the side of woman
suffrage which the antipolygamy legislation threatened utah
women had been given the vote in 1870 just three months after
wyoming became the first state to enfranchise women and they
voted regularly until enactment of the edmunds bill took voting
rights away from those in plural marriages exponent readers re-
ceived encouragement to use the vote during the years when they
legally could plus reports of meetings and activities of the national
woman suffrage association and the travels and speeches of
national suffrage leaders editor wells attended several national
conventions As the threat to woman suffrage in utah intensified the
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paper published more and more defenses one issue reprinted
sojournerSojoumer truths celebrated aint I1 a woman speech 48148411

many arguments emphasized the positive contributions voting
women could make to society for example one article pointed out
that a well organized kingdom required the participation of both
men and women and went on to ask all women to become familiar

with the law and then raise their voices to abolish provisions that
sustained grog shops and billiard saloons which made drunkards
of their husbands sons and brothers and encouraged houses of
ill fame another writer recognized women as generally superior
to men in level of spirituality and asked if this is correct shall the
better element be politically subservient to the worseworse4949

it might seem that the standard with its insistence on womens
participation in societal reform would also support suffrage but if
mormon women voted they could help maintain the influence of
the church and polygamy getting rid of plural marriage was the
standards first priority and to the antipolygamistpolygamistanti this meant abol-
ishing woman suffrage in utah

the standard claimed that mormon men gave women the vote
illegally only after non mormonscormons began to move into utah and that
the women had voted as the church directed ever since suffrage
as it exists in utah is an entirely different matter from what the
suffragists in the east are working for one article pointed out
there it represents a principle here it was established to place

greater power in the hands of the men and instead of representing
the sentiments of women it is only a reflex of the opinions of the
priesthood 31501150325050 with such arguments the standard tried to persuade
national suffrage association leaders who had supported mormon
womens right to vote to change their minds of course the paper
wanted polygamous men to be denied the ballot as well 51

although bitterly opposed on the issue ofpolygamy and hence
on the question of voting rights for mormon women the editors of
both papers saw themselves and their publications as defenders and
promoters of womens rights the antipolygamyanti polygamy society evolved
into the utah association for the advancement of women with
froiseth continuing to take a leading role
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whether disagreeing about polygamy or crusading for
temperance education and political participation the standard
and the exponent not only used similar arguments but based those
arguments on a shared perception of womanscomans role their diametri-
cally opposed positions on plural marriage grew from assumptions
inherent in victorian ideas of what true womanhood entailed
the title of a 1974 article diamond cut diamond came from an
1878 speech indicating that even some mormon women recognized
similarities between themselves and their foes the women of this
country want to crush us but it will be diamond cut diamond the
speaker said 52 although a major part of what they had in common
was the idea espoused by both that womanscomans place is in the home
the mormon women and their antagonists in the ladies anti-
polygamy society also shared the experience of moving outside the
home to campaign for their views of what home and family life
should be with otheramericanotheramerican women theyfoundthey found in societyssocie tys view
of their proper sphere justification for expanding that sphere

sherilyn cox bennion is professor of journalism at humboldt state university in
arcata california

NOTES

1 see barbara welter the cult of true womanhood 1820 1860 ameri-
can quarterly 18 summer 1966 151 74

21 this paper follows standard nineteenth century and mormon usage in
employing the terms polygamy and plural marriage to refer to the practice of
allowing a husband to take more than one wife the more correct term for this
system is polygyny

3 advertisement salt lake daily herald april 9 1872 3
4 home affairs womanscomans exponent october 15 1881 78
5 C P the blue tea antipolygamyanti polygamy standard april 1880188022 and for and

about women antipolygamyanti polygamy standard april 1880 3
6 editorial notes womanscomans exponent december 1 1882 100
7local7 local mention antipolygamyanti polygamy standard may 1880 13 june 1880 2211
I81 to the members of the presbyterian church in the united states anti-

polygamy standard june 1880 20
9 housekeepers comer antipolygamyanti polygamy standard june 1880 18 july

188026
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10 the family doctor shop womanscomans exponent april 1188216718821671 68 and
winter house plants womanscomans exponent october 15 1882 73

11 the great need antipolygamyanti polygamy standard september 1880 41

husband home motherhood womanscomans exponent april 1 1881 164
133 the ladies antipolygamyanti polygamy society of utah article 2 antipolygamyanti polygamy

standard may 1880 9
14 gail hamilton A true lady antipolygamyanti polygamy standard may 1880 10

floras15fioraS hill the impulse ofthehourthe hour womanscomans exponent april 151880
171 anandellisrandElldEllisisRR shipp women physicians womanscomanswomansexponentexponent may 1118811831881183

jennie anderson froiseth ed the women ofmormonismof Mormonism or the story of
polygamy as told by the victims themselves7 detroit C G G paine 1886 first
published in 1882 the book contained an introductory chapter by frances willard

17 robertjrobert J dwyer the gentile comes to utah a study in religion andsocialand social
conflict 1862 1890 2dad ed salt lake city western epics 1971 205 12

chapter 7 the gentile ladies hoist their standard 190 214 tells the story of
the antipolygamyanti polygamy society and the campaign for the industrial christian home

18 woman as a benefactress antipolygamyanti polygamy standard september 188018804242
19 education in utah antipolygamyanti polygamy standard june 1880 17
2010 education of the young womanscomans exponent may 1 1880 180 and

women doctors womanscomans exponent july 15 1882 28
2111 for and about women antipolygamyanti polygamy standard october 188054 and

womanscomansWomans education in france womanscomans exponent april 15 1880 176
2211 women of genius womanscomans exponent april 15 1880 176 and

hannah T king A memorial ofalice and phoebephocbe carey sic womanscomans exponent
may 151518801861880isso 186

2313 minerals of utah antipolygamyanti polygamy standard april 1880 8 and the
powers of a cyclone womanscomans exponent may 1 1880 178

2411 the art galleries and museums ofvienna womanscomans exponent march 1

1883145
2515 see for example george eliotseliote influence womanscomans exponent febru-

ary 1118811881 134 35 and george eliot antipolygamyanti polygamy standard july 1881 25
2611 C P the blue tea 2
2717 the position of utah womanscomans exponent january 1 1882 116 and

women and temperance womanscomans exponent february 1 1882 135
28 the temperance revival antipolygamyanti polygamy standard april 1880 4
29 temperance testimonial to mrs president hayes antipolygamyanti polygamy

standard december 1880 67 and untitled note antipolygamyanti polygamy standard april
18811

31our30 0o policy antipolygamyanti polygamy standard april 1880 4
31 the papers reiterated the arguments listedfistedhisted in many forms representative

statements of each are cited
32 polygamy ancient and modem antipolygamyanti polygamy standard august 1880

35 and charles derby the history of polygamy as found in the bible and book of
mormon with comments antipolygamyanti polygamy standard february 1881 83

33the33 the effects of polygamy antipolygamyanti polygamy standard september 1880 41
3431 characteristics of mormon polygamy no IV antipolygamyanti polygamy standard

february 1881 82
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3531 the women of utah antipolygamyanti polygamy standard june 1880 18
3631 characteristics of mormon polygamy no IV 82
37 mormonism will live comanswomans exponent march 15 1881 156
31what38 what they say about utah womanscomans exponent june 15 1881 12
39helen39 helenheien mar whitney life incidents womanscomans exponent january 1

1881114
4041 extract from dr R B pratts lecture womanscomans exponent june 15

1881161881 16
41 lu dalton reply to emily scott comanswomans exponent march 1 1882

151 52
4241 what they say about utah 12
43 untitled43untitled note april 1880 1

44 our little paper comanswomans exponent may 15 1880 188
45 organizationreorganizationre of the liberal party of utah antipolygamyanti polygamy standard

september 1880 44 and register liberals antipolygamyanti polygamy standard june
188120

46 whose Is the fault antipolygamyanti polygamy standard january 1882 76
47an47 an appeal to women voters womanscomanswomansexponentexponent september 11188052188052
4841 sojournerSojoumer truth womanscomans exponent august 1 1881 35
49 mary ann pratt give to those rights to whom rights belong comanswomans

exponent april 1118801651880165 andl E H woman in politics comanswomans exponent
july 1 1882 17 18

5051 polygamy51polygamy and woman suffrage antipolygamyanti polygamy standard june 188020
51 the ballot in utah antipolygamyanti polygamy standard february 1882 84
5251 kathleen marquis diamond cut diamond mormon women and the cult

of domesticity in the nineteenth century university of michigan papers in
womens studies 2 no 2 1974 105 this paper examines the polygamy conflict
recognizing the common values of supporters and opponents
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flower basketappliquibasket applique quilt annannkarbkarKarbb before 1819 illinois before
1840 fabric hand woven and hand dyed in 1819 the kar family settled in
illinois where a daughter ann made this quilt eventually the quilt was
passed down to great great niece bessie geyer bessie not a member of the
church was living in fort madison iowa near the town of carthage she
visited the carthagecarthagejail jailjalljali in 1954 and was so impressed with her experience
that she donated this family heirloom to help furnish a bedroom in the jail

for applique quilts nineteenth century women reserved their best
quilting skills and greatest energy requiring a large piece of cloth usually
white applique quilts were quite expensive to make because they could
not be made with small scraps courtesy museum of church history and art


